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Editorial
For the editorial of Calendar No. 89 —the last
one —space ran out long before the steam of the
writer so it seems reasonable to return to the
theme of art appreciation. If readers should
think that writing an editorial in two parts is
tantamount to composing an article which ought
to go into the body of the Calendar they are
probably right. It is all a matter of page
allocations per designated person which is meant
to sound technical and confusing and thus to
inhibit further conjecture.
More than twenty years ago Quentin Bell
came to Leeds University as Professor of Fine Art

and at roughly the same time a new Art Gallery
Director was appointed.
The couple liked
talking to each other and ruminating on the
artistic potential of the city they and their
families had come to live in. It did not take them
long to conclude that Leeds was unique, not only
in its geographical position, but in the resources
available to its denizens. One of the ideas born of
copious lunches at Whitelocks was that the Fine
Art Department and the Art Galleries should go
into partnership and run a first degree course.
The students could spend half their time being
tutored within the University precincts and the
other half within the Art Galleries where they
could handle the collections and be talked to by
the curators who, by definition, had specialist
knowledge
to offer. Very simple idea but
nobody —apart from the prime movers of course
—liked it very much because there was no
yardstick by which to assess its likely success. The
objections were illuminating, ranging from extra
staffing, through rates of pay, to whether the city
or the university would get the better of the
bargain. Predictably perhaps the matter was
eventually settled in the simplest possible waysuggested incidentally by the then Registrar of
the University, Dr. Loach —we merely charged
for so many hours curatorial teaching in each
academic year. The hourly rate was calculated
on the salary plus superannuation and insurance
of an extra'urator —none other than Terry
Friedman —whose advent meant that he and all
his colleagues could devote some of their time to
students. That was nearly thirteen years ago. It
was the beginning of a teaching experience using
real objects, not as visual aids, but as focal points

for whatever we did. Curators quickly became
addicted to the mental elixir exuded by alert
minds in their prime. Students have in fact
contributed enormously to the character of the
art galleries ever since and many of them still
regard Temple Newsam as their alma mater.
Visits from latter-day
some
templars,
approaching
early middle
age now, are
highlights of a growing tradition. The story is
given another chapter in this, and the last,
Calendar for in very recent years a new form of
student/curator
relationship
has arisen, this
time stemming from government policy. The
STEP scheme, among others, has given us the
services of a number of bright people who can
further their job prospects through our facilities,
human and archival, as well as in terms of heat
and seat. In Calendar No. 89 David Hill wrote
about his researches into the history of Temple
Newsam and in the present issue there are articles
by Laurence Street and Melanic Stafford. The last
was one of our undergraduates
who took her
degree in 1980; her student work at Temple
Newsam made her particularly well qualified to
do a bit of research which we wanted done and
she wanted to do. How satisfactory life can
occasionally be. At this juncture it is encumbent
upon the writer to ensure that readers do not
miss the point that all kinds of Steps are taken to
improve the not-so-shining hour of our needone mix metaphors
or use
why shouldn't
prepositions to end sentences with if it is all in a
good cause.
Another important milestone in the history of
our youth movement was passed many years ago
now when the Art Galleries collectively became a
teaching museum for would-be museologists.
Most of the trainee curators, who come for a
period of two years, are recruited soon after
taking their degrees though some are a little
older if they happen to have read for a second
degree or had useful post graduate experience.
They have all gone on to higher things —still
with their feet on earth it should be added. Adrian
Budge was once a trainee and largely through his
abilities and energies a thriving Schools Service
was soon inaugurated. Some two and a half years
ago a senior permanent post was created for him
and we were on our way to exploiting all possible
resources. In 1977 the first In-Service Course for
Teachers was held and the happy rapport
between teachers and curators has now become
an accepted, and indeed essential, term of

reference. A number of the many enlightened
teachers in Leeds have played specially
important roles in the partnership with Leeds's
An outstanding
Education Committee.
contribution was made by David Mewis who
produced the booklet 'Mouse in the House'eing
a history of Temple Newsam seen through the
eyes, whiskers and noses of the millions of
generations of mice who are doubtless still living
in the building. They are the true heirs of the
property for their ancestral connections must be
unbroken from earliest times. David Mewis's wife
created delightful felt mice in costume which
were eagerly sought and bought by all and
sundry. There is some doubt as to who enjoyed
the whole thing most, the teachers, members of
the Leeds Art Collections Fund or the children
themselves —or for that matter the current
representatives
of the mouse families. The
Schools Service has issued teachers'otes and
information
sheets on some of the main
exhibitions and on special topics and quarterly
bulletins to draw attention to new discoveries and
events which might fit into school programmes. It
has also put together groups of slides and texts
which teachers can borrow for use in the
classroom. The services the media might render
have been explored too in the form of talks for
Middle and High Schools on Radio Leeds. It must
be emphasised that the above inventory is only a
summary —about as far as an editorial dare go.
There is a point, however, which must, if
briefly, be considered. Children are at school
because they have to be —they are individuals
first and in an art gallery context one forgets this
at one's peril. A thread of self-interest may be
discerned if the obvious fact is stressed that
children today will become the adult museumgoing public of tomorrow. But it is a golden
thread worth polishing. Budge and Co, which
has some very active members of our Volunteer
Corps on the board, put great emphasis on
vacational events for children. There have been
some really splendid occasions held at Temple

and Lotherton at Christmas time and
Easter tide —the cover illustration pays tribute to
their effect. A number were over-subscribed,
parents being allowed in only if their offspring
were willing to bring them. Another case of the
young helping the not so young to a more
comprehensive appreciation of "art".
There is an almost irresistible urge to mention
the Art Gallery as its grand opening, all being
well in November, draws nearer. On February
14th members had a chance of seeing how all the
building work was progressing and from what
your secretary was told and overheard —he is
said to have ears the size of an ass but he keeps
them to the ground —most of the party were
work on the
pretty impressed. Unfortunately
Members'oom had not got very far but it was
possible to get some idea of what the carefully
chosen brick-clad walls would look like. Great
strides have been made there lately and all
should be ready by the opening day.
Newsam

Finally a word about the St. Paul's Gallery, in
St. Paul's Street, might be appropriate as Leeds

builds up to its great art bonanza. This gallery is
doing a great job, as they say, particularly in
promoting the work of young artists and it
deserves to be well supported. It is in fact the
largest contemporary art gallery in Yorkshire
though its premises are at present somewhat
restricted —a difficulty which may not last all
that much longer. St. Pauls is of course totally
independent
of the Leeds Art Galleries and
therein lies its value to the artistic life of Leeds.
There will be plenty of opportunities, in our
exceptionally well endowed city, for little and
large to work together in stimulating
the
metropolitan cultural climate which we are all
beginning to take for granted. Who would live in
London unless they had to?

Peel's Statue in Leeds
and country

—a first for

town

MELANIE STAFFORD
Sir Robert Peel was one of the greatest Prime
Ministers Britain has known. His death on July 2,
1850 was mourned by the entire country, but the
repercussions for sculpture were phenomenal
since it sparked the Victorian desire for public
commemorative monuments which are now such
a familiar aspect of our provincial streets.
Statues of Peel are to be found in towns and
cities throughout
the country and the Leeds
monument is a particularly important member
of the group. (Fig. I) It was the first bronze
memorial to Peel to be erected and, more
impressively, it was the first large bronze to be
cast in one entire piece in England, a fact that
made it of national concern. This study of the
statue's evolution, as seen in the contemporary
insight into the
press, offers a fascinating
Victorian patronage of sculpture and into civic
pride in Leeds.
Peel's political career spanned forty-one years.
The Metropolitan Police Force, affectionately
known as 'Bobbies', was founded by him whilst
Home Secretary in 1829. He was Prime Minister
from 1841 to 1846 during which time he
implemented the Free Trade policy which gave
great impetus to the country's commercial
development, especially in the manufacturing
North. But he was probably best loved for his
repeal of the Corn Laws which for the poor
meant the difference between starvation and
bread on the table. The desire to pay tribute was
nationwide and within days of his accident The
Leeds Mercury
a Parliamentary
reported
proposal for a National Memorial in Westminster Abbey; 'a working man's national
monument'o be raised by penny subscriptions;
and in Peel's home county, in Manchester and at
his birthplace, Bury, the subject of erecting local
monuments
between the
was raised.'ivalry
centres for pre-eminence
great manufacturing
was stirred by The Leeds Mercury which trusted
'that our townsmen will act in a manner worthy
of the extent and importance of this seat of

manufacture.'

requisition

to the Mayor signed by 275 of

the town's leading citizens,'ed to a public
meeting at the Court House on July 29, 1850 to
discuss whether to raise a local memorial or
contribute to the national fund. Civic pride
prevailed and I:650 towards a monument for
Leeds was immediately promised by the firms of
Beckett & Co., Marshall & Co., Benjamin Gott
& Sons, A. & S. Henry & Co., and William
Williams Brown & Co., with individual
contributions of f100 each from the chairman of
the newly-formed committee and personal friend
of Peel's, William Beckett and his fellow M.p.
John Marshall.4 More than any other public
enterprise in Leeds, Peel's memorial seems to
have united the entire population. Subscription
lists were placed in the banks and the News
Room and taken round the town's various
factories. In Holbeck a special working men'
committee was set up to deal with their area's
contributions and even arranged a house-tohouse canvass. Its formation was seen as 'an
example to the working men of other
their progress and activities followed with
almost as much interest as those of the main
committee.'ach week the local press reviewed
the total amount and published the week'
subscriptions. At the end of each list was a
section devoted to contributions from 'work
people in the employment of the following
firms'. The employees at Bean Ing Mill'aised as
much as f16.2s.6d.,'hough the small firm of
brush manufacturers R. Eastwood & Sons raised
townships'nd

only 2s.7d. The total working man'
contribution of f165.8s.5d. was scarcely more
than the largest single contribution from James
Brown Esq., of 1150 and yet this was the effort of

4,580

came not only from Leeds. A
special mention was given to the Hull Police
Force 'who, —to their honour be it stated —have
subscribed no less a sum than
in
September a surprising contribution came in a
letter to John Gott addressed from Orangestreet, Syracuse, New York, North America,
September 5, 1850:
men.'ontributions

f9'.'hilst

Fig. 1. Statue of Sir Robert Peel by William Behnes, signed and inscribed W Behnes Sculp R. Robinson Founder, Peel 1852.
The statue now stands near Hytle Park Corner, on Woodhouse Moor. The pedestal shown here is a replacement of 1896.
(Photograph courtesy of C. Huts'hinson).

Fig. 2. Sketch for the statue of Robert Peel, signed and dated on an attached card, William Behnes October 20th 1850. Leeds
City Art Galleries. The reverse of the sheet is inscribed with the musical score and words from the oratorio of Israeps Return
from Babylon by F. R. Sachacknezh dated September 2, 1822.

Sir, — Seeing an account in the Leeds
that a committee had been
newspapers
formed for the purpose of raising subscriptions
towards erecting a monument to the memory
of the late Sir Robert Peel, I most deeply
sympathise with the feelings of my fellowcountry-men, for the great and lamentable
loss of so eminent and able a statesman.
Enclosed you will find 2 dollars, which please
to present to your committee, as my mite
towards the above-named object.
Wishing you every success in your
undertaking,
I remain, Sir, yours most obediently,
JEREMIAH PARKER."

By October subscribers were asked to make their
almost K1,800 was
Altogether
payments.
collected." In Holbeck the working men'
committee celebrated raising 'upwards of
suitable ceremony —dinner at The Horse
and Jockey Inn." It remained to be seen what
the country's sculptors could produce for the
K40'ith

money.
Peel's death had caused a discernible ripple in
the art world. Rather than seeing it as cause for
lamentation
The Art Journal enthusiastically
noted it 'bids fair to offer an opportunity for the
patronage of an art in which there are
unfortunately too few chances of employment.
Sculpture...'.'4 William Behnes, sculptor-inordinary to the Queen, was quick to anticipate
demand in Leeds and exhibited 'a very
Peel'" at the
excellently modelled statue
Philosophical Hall in October, when he also
produced this sensitive pencil drawing of Peel's
head. (Fig. 2). This must have been the model
submitted by Behnes in December for
competition, the usual method adopted by the
Victorians for major commissions. Matthew
Noble and H. Bailey were the 'runners-up', but
Behnes's was the model preferred by the
committee." Peel is shown in the position he
most frequently adopted when speaking in the
House, 'attired in a loose frockcoat, the
folds... thrown back by the left hand resting on
the hip, while the right hand clasps a roll'." The
Mayor explained the choice in his Inauguration
speech, saying, 'It is not... merely, or even
principally, as a work of art, that this statue will
be valued amongst us. It will be valued far more
as an image of a statesman'." However, The Art
Journal bitterly criticised town councillors

of...

throughout the country for limiting sculptors 'to
such an absurdity as that of attiring an heroical
colossal bronze statue in the close fit of a modern
tailor'.'0 Presumably, our committee thought
the toga out of place on the rain drenched streets
of Leeds
By September of the following year a full-sized
model had been prepared and subscribers were
invited to inspect it 'at Mr Behnes's studio, 15,
Osnaburg-street, Regent's Park, London'," but
interest intensified when the statue was ready for
casting in bronze. Not only was it to be 'the first
bronze statue of the late lamented baronet and
(would be) the first erected in honour of his
memory'," it was the first large bronze to be cast
entirely in one piece in England. It roused the
interest of the national papers. The Morning
Chronicle reported, 'the difficult and interesting
operation of pouring the metal into the mould
was performed... at Mr Frederick Robinson's
foundry, Pimlico, with the utmost success...
The result proves that England is capable of
equalling foreigners in casting works of art of the

"

dimensions'.'4
The Daily 1Vews
it 'one of the most successful works
of the sculptor', 'hilst The Art Journal
considered it 'a very fine work...with (as) clear
and unbroken surface... as if the statue had
largest

pronounced

been cast in fragments'.'rince
Albert and
many of Peel's 'intimate acquaintances'ere
reported to have visited the work and all
considered it 'to be a faithful delineation of the
form and features of their departed friend'."
In Leeds the excitement mounted. Although
the statue arrived in May a delay was incurred
with the pedestal, but at last the Inauguration
date was announced for August 20, 1852, at
noon. The erection of the statue, on the earliest
of the three sites it has occupied (Fig. 8), was
entrusted, as often was the case, to a local

Dennis
Lee of Woodhouse
sculptor,
Lane. During the erection a sealed box
containing lists of the subscribers, the committee

and secretaries, the sculptor's autograph and
some current coins were placed in a cavity
beneath the statue. The town was on holiday for
the unveiling and crowds gathered in good time.
For those lucky enough to acquire tickets, the
Mill Hill Chapel yard afforded a privileged view,
especially for the ladies who, arriving at 11
o'lock, procured the front seats. Gentlemen
were admitted half an hour later. The rest found
a place where they may, 'All the available places

Fig. 3.

A photograph showing
by Thomas Taylor,

1863. Built

(Photograph

the statue in its original site outside the Court House, which had become the Post Office by
1811 —13, it was demolished in 190 L The site is now occupied by the Norwich Union Buildings.
courtesy of Leeds Reference Library).

round the statue were crowded with spectators,
and the windows and tops of the Cloth Hall, the
Court-house,
the Commercial-buildings,
the
Yorkshire Banking Company's
premises and
warehouses,
being all occupied. The crowd
extended in dense masses up Park-row, as far as
Bond-street, along Infirmary-street,
and down
to Boar-lane and Mill Hill. It is difficult...to
estimate the numbers present, but we think that
from 50,000 to 40 000 would be a near
approximation'. '"
The event merited national as well as local

press coverage. At noon the committee, town
councillors and invited guests, including the Earl
of Harewood, Rev. Hook, Vicar of Leeds, and
the sculptor, assembled at the Court House and
walked
in procession
to a specially
erected platform. The Illustrated London News
which reproduced an engraving of the statue
(Fig. 4), reported that once there, 'a flourish of
trumpets were sounded, a flag was hoisted on top
of the Court-house, a salute of artillery was fired,
and amidst the enlivening strains of music from
the band of the Yorkshire Hussars, the statue was

Fi . 4. Statue of the late Sir Robert Peel, at Leeds: Behnes,
us
SculPtor, an engraving reproduced from the The Illlustrated
ondon News, August 28, 1852, p.157.

I

and was saluted by a loud and
cheer from the vast concourse'.
only local reporters noticed the
stalwart Holbeck group's contribution
to the
day's festivities: during the Inauguration
the
employees of Taylor, Wordsworth & Co 'fired off
from a large cannon a barrel of gunpowder, in a
field adjoining the railway station . sl
Civic pride in Leeds blossomed in the midnineteenth century and Beckett's speech at the
Inauguration reveals this new sense of identity
that led them to erect their own memorial rather
than contribute to a national fund. He spoke of
monuments,
the history of commemorative
firstly in Westminster
Abbey and other
cathedrals, later 'in the squares and parks of our
national metropolis', but must have echoed the
sentiments of many a manufacturing
magnate
when he spoke of the suitability 'to record in this
metropolis of a great commercial district the
services and name of Peel'." It was after all a
manufacturing community that hha d raised the
politician, and he who had in turn raised the
wealth of such communities.
An indication of the statue's impact on the
town's life appeared the following day in the
press. The enterprising Samuel Hyam, whose
advertisements
were invariably eye-catching
used it for publicity and composed a
(Fiig.. 5),
)> u
favourarabl y
eulogising ode to the monument,
to his firm's:
comparing Peel's achievements
uncovered,
prolonged

'owever,

THE PEEL STATUE!
SIR ROBERT! oh! what feelings rise

At his thrice honoured name;
Let heroes seek for deeds of arms,
And conquerors for fame!
But where's the fame like he acquired,
By moral force, not steel;
A nation's sighs, —a nation's tears,
Fell for the patriot Peel!

The poor man's friend, the rich man's trust

E'n from his earliest youth,
His attributes, —his splendid gifts,
Were sanctified by truth!
"Gone to that bourne whence none return,"
Yet still with joy we feel,
The slightest token man can give
Commemorating

Peel!

'very effective and strikingly accurate'.'4 Nevertheless, the statue's position at the very heart of
the town was not without its drawbacks. Concern
was expressed in 1856 for 'the unprotected state
of the pedestal of the Peel statue (and) the
danger it is in of being damaged by passing

Mementos rise on every side,
Fit t'ributes of his worth;
His name's revered, —his loss is mourned,
Throughout the mighty earth!
Whilst Yorkshire nobly has awoke
Its feelings to reveal,
And LEEDS devotedly has given
A Statue unto Peel!

vehicles'."

With the planning of City Square in 1896 Peel
was moved to a potentially safer site in front of
the Town Hall to stand with Baron Marochetti's

Peel gained immortal honour by cheapening the
price of bread
HYAM has won his popularity by cheapening
the price of clothing.

bronze of the Duke of Wellington and, incidentally, was given a new pedestal. Great excitement
was incurred by the discovery of the sealed casket
and another was added, explaining reasons for
the move and including newspapers and historic
notes of the City. Sadly, in the nineteen-thirties
Peel, Wellington
and Frampton's
Queen
Victoria, who had joined them in 1905, left the
City Centre for Woodhouse Moor to make way
for a civic car park, at a time when appreciation
of Victorian art was at its lowest.

SAMUEL HYAM,
NATIONAL TAILOR, CLOTHIER, AND OUTFITTER,
42, BRIGGATE, LEEDS,SS

The statue's popularity led to the publication in
the following year of a drawing by Mr Crane of
Leicester, lithographed by the Leeds firm of
Pulleyn

and Hunt, described in the Mercury as

...

Fig. 5. Advertisement of Hyam & Co in White's Directory of Leeds, Bradford and District, 1861. Hyam produced some of the
most delightful of the advertisements to appear in the Leeds trade directories.
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evidently vied with one another to produce topical odes.
John Barran, the Merchant Tailor and General
Outfitter from Number One, Bottom of Briggate
produced a similar poem to celebrate the opening of
the Town Hall in 1858 by Queen Victoria, encouraging
the public to acquire the latest styles for the event from
his shopl L.M. 11 September 1858, p.5.
L.M. 15 January 1855, p.5.
I..M. 14 August 1856, p.2.

1856, p.5.
12 October 1850, p.5. Although

L.M.

the model is
missing, The Leeds Mercury's description of it whilst on
exhibition at the Philosophical Hall exactly fits the

executed statue.
L.M. 21 August 1852, p.8.
A.J. September 1851, pp.241 —2.
Here is yet another
of self-confident
example
manufacturing
patrons challenging the art world'
classical preferences. Of all the figures erected in Leeds
during the 19th century only Haxman's 'Victory'n the
Parish Church (1810) and Sir Michael Sadler by Patrick
Park (1857), now in Woodhouse Cemetry, wear
classical drapery and in the latter case we know that the
sculptor produced two models —the other wearing
modern costume. It was, however, still acceptable that
busts should be after the antique.
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Acquisitions of English Pottery made for the
Temple Newsam collection since 1976
PETER WALTON
In 1976 a complete catalogue of the Leeds Collection
of English pottery, that is to say pottery made before
about 1830, was published.'I'his included virtually
all the items of earthenware which had been acquired
for Leeds Art Galleries between 1890 and June 1976
when the catalogue went to press. The purpose of this
article is to describe some of the more important

pieces which have been acquired since then and to
in ceramic
some recent developments
highlight
studies which have affected attributions made ftve
years ago. At the end of the article is a complete
check-list of the pots acquired between June 1976
and March 1982.
In the 1976 catalogue an attempt was made to
separate the creamwares made by StatTordshire
factories 1'rom a mass of'ares at Temple Newsam
which had been attributed in the traditional manner
to 'Leeds'. A major piece of evidence which was used
to pursue this aim was the printed pattern book ol'the
late 18th century company of James R Charles
Whitehead of Hanley, Staffordshire." By carel'ully
comparing creamwares in the Temple Newsam
collection with the engravings in this book and with
engravings in pattern books published by Yorkshire
earthenware manufacturers, which are often rather
similar, it proved possible to isolate a group of twenty
pieces which could reasonably be considered to bc
products of the Whitehead factory.'t that time it
was noted that some of the pieces which wer«
like
singled out in this way looked remarkably
creamware from another group of wares linked to the
curious impressed mark W(***) which occurs on
both earthenwares and porcelain. A pair of 'Large
Cream Bowls'n plain creamware (cat. no. 388), it
was noted, were identical in 1'orm and moulded
details to a piece in the Towner Collection, in painted
pearl-ware, which is marked W(***).It has for many
years been the practice to interpret this mark as a
'code'or the name WOOD and the attribution of
this group of marked pieces to Enoch Wood of
Burslem has become well-established. This was the
convention followed in the 1976 catalogue and a
dessert plate impressed with the W(***)mark (cat.
no. 595) was attributed in this way. Similarily a bulb
pot (29/72) and a part tea-service (16/71), both made
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of the

rather brittle, hard, greyish porcelain
associated with late 18th century StafTordshirc
factories and marked in the same way, are also
attributed to Enoch Wood of'Burslem. It is becoming
obvious, as more and more links
increasingly
between the W(***) group of wares and products
become
factories
attributable
to other
now
established, that the use of the attribution to Enoch
Wood, which after all was oniy conjectur e, will have
to be re-thought. It is very tempting to jurnp to the
conclusion that the W(***)marked wares are really
the products of Whiteheads as there are so many
comparisons to be made. Diana Darlington, who is
making a study of'he subject, has pointed out, for
instance, that a creamware 'Water Ewer't Temple
Newsam (cat. no. 490) which was attributed to
Whiteheads in the 1976 catalogue on the grounds
that it <.orresponds exactly to design number 115 in
the Whitehead Pattern Book, is actually identical to a
ewer in her own collection which is impressed
W(***).A number of other possibilities have been
suggested however, and the complexity of'he late
18th century earthenware industry is such that n<t
positive conclusions can yet be reached. What i»
certain is that both the attributions to Whiteheads
and to Enoch Wood used in the 1976 catalogue will
ev<'ntually have to be revised.
It was pointed out in the 1976 catalogue that
marked examples of English 18th century earthenwares are rare and therefore pieces bearing factory
marks are eagerly sought after and become essential
reference material in the growing study collection of
at Temple Newsam. Since
British earthenwares
(rather than
of creamware
1976 examples
'pearlware') marked D. D. <3< Co., CASTLEFORD
POTTERY (22/79), DON POTTERY (23/79) and
SWANSEA (21/79) have been bought. It is perhaps
surprising that these pieces come from factories
which were not already represented in the Temple
creamware
marked
Newsam
collection
by
examples. Other pots acquired mainly because they
are marked include a jug and a beaker painted with
the inscription Rs'chard Lewis 1796 (32/77) and
impressed WEDGWOOD & CO, which was a mark
used by the Ferrybridge Pottery, and a late 18th

'melon terrine'mpressed
WEDGWOOD
(24/81) which makes an interesting comparison with

century

those examples in the Leeds collection which were
catalogued as being of Leeds manufacture (cat. nos.
380-85). Perhaps the most intriging marked piece
acquired since 1976 is a plate (Fig. 7a) painted in
Holland with a scene representing the sacrament of
Holy Communion. It is a very attractive dessert
plate, boldly painted in bright colours, but its main
contribution to the study collection lies in the fact
that it is impressed with a mark which has
apparently never been recorded on ceramics before.
This is the name WHITENING (Fig. 7b). A great
quantity of English earthenware was painted in
Holland. Fourteen examples were recorded in the
1976 catalogue including the famous 'Lady of
LEEDS
Kevelaar'eapot
which is impressed
POTTERY (cat. no. 837). It is not yet known
whether the name Whitening relates to an English or
to a Dutch factory.
The 'Lady ol'Kevelaar'eapot is a typical product

of'he Leeds Pottery, Both

its form and moulded
of
details have been recognised as hallmarks
creamware produced in the Leeds Pottery since
Donald Towner began to publish the results of his
work on English creamwares in the late 1950s.
Towner's work formed the basis for attributions to
the Leeds Pottery made in the 1976 catalogue. Since
the catalogue was published these attributions have
been strengthened by evidence from the actual site in
Jack Lane, Hunslet. It is rather satisfying to know
that the material recovered from that site in the 1977
excavation has not t hanged many of the opinions
given in the 1976 catalogue, but it has extended our
knowledge.'ne important result is that it is now
possible to recognise more of'the types of ware made
at the Leeds Pottery including the coarsewares and
the 'banded'ares of the early 19th century. A fine
buff-coloured earthenware jug with bold
on a white band was bought in 1981
because it could be compared to wasters recovered
from the southern end of'the Leeds site't would now

Fig. 6 Teapot, h. 14 cm. Deep creamware. Made by Wedgwood, Burslem and painted at the Leeds enamelling
Purchased with the aid of a government grant 1976 (47/76). A detail of the other side is shown on the front cover.

'mocha'ecoration

shop

c1770.

the Leeds Pottery Pattern Book (no. 87), and to
creamware versions of that design (1976 cat. nos.
426-8), was bought in 1980 and the hunt continues
for examples of white stoneware which relate to
creamware, particularly to Leeds creamware. A
barrel-shaped jug (46/81), bought in 1981, is similar
to creamware forms associated with Leeds and its
fabric can be compared to fragments from the Jack
Lane
evidence from the Leeds excavation could
not be incorporated into the 1976 catalogue evidence
from the site of the Rothwell Pottery (south of Leeds)
was. Pots relating to material found at Rothwell are
very rare. The catalogue lists only six pieces but a
possible seventh has now been added. This is a
creamware plate with a wavy rim moulded with a
version of the 'cross and flower'esign which was
excavated at Rothwell in the mid 1970s." Finally, on
the subject of excavations in the Leeds area what
could well turn out to be a vital link between a pottery
in Holbeck, Leeds, owned by Joseph Dennison and
the Leeds Pottery was discovered on the Leeds site.
The subject of a possible predecessor of the Leeds
Pottery was discussed in the 1976 catalogue (pp.
76-7). There is a large group of creamwares which
has many characteristics associated with Leeds but
which could not have been made at the Leeds Pottery
because many of the pots in this group are dated in
the 1760s, before the Leeds Pottery was established.
The question as to where these early creamware pots
were manufactured is a complex one. A possibility
would be the Dennison Pottery which was working in
the 1760s and which was advertised for sale in 1769,
the year before the Leeds Pottery was built. The
discovery of a creamware coffee pot from this early
group incised with the initials of Joseph Dennison
was therefore intriguing and was reported in the
catalogue (p. 76). A fragment of deep-coloured
creamware with exactly the same applied handle
terminal as on the 'J.D. 'offee pot was found on the
Leeds Pottery site in 1977 and establishes some sort
of link between the two factories. Furthermore a pale
creamware cofl'ee pot attributable to the Leeds
Pottery and painted in the typical Leeds manner with
This was
roses also has the same terminals.
discovered in the Crabtree Collection in 1978.
Attempts to locate the exact site ofJoseph Dennison's
Pottery have so far met with little success and no
substantial evidence for its wares has yet come to
light. As there are so few known alternatives,
however, this Pottery could well turn out to be the
maker of some or all of the delightful early white
stonewares and creamwares associated with Leeds
site.'hilst

Dessert plate, d. 23.3 cm. Pale creamware. Probably
but painted in Holland c 1800. Impressed mark
WHITENING. Bought 1979 (2/79).

Fig. 7a
English

Fig. 7b

(2/79).

The impressed

mark on the dessert plate above

be interesting to be able to track down a piece of
pottery which possesses some of the features of the
fragments of slipware found there. A number of
pieces of white salt-glazed stoneware were tentatively
linked to Yorkshire potteries in 1976 including an
oval fruit dish moulded with a 'feather'order and
decorated with a complex band of piercing (cat. no.
73), which was then considered to be a possible Leeds
example. The quite substantial amount of white
stoneware fragments found on the Jack Lane site
give added weight to the view expressed in the 1976
catalogue that white salt-glazed stoneware was made
at the Leeds Pottery in the 1770s and perhaps the
early 1780s. A strawberry dish in white stoneware
(82/80), which is very similar to a design illustrated in
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including what must be one of the most remarkable
Yorkshire pots ever acquired for Temple Newsam.
This tiny teapot, formerly in the Gollancz
Collection, was sold at Sotheby's in 1980. It is of
and
globular shape and has a 'crabstock'andle
spout which are a feature of the 1760s (Fig. 8). It is
true, of course, that this white salt-glazed teapot is
more likely to have been made in Staffordshire, but
what is virtually certain is that it was painted in
Leeds at the Leeds enamelling shop. This exquisite
teapot is one of a series of salt-glazed teapots painted
with a lady, sometimes drinking tea at a pedestal
table, sometimes fishing by a lake within panels
reserved on a rich blue ground." The lady is painted
in what has been identified as the Leeds style of
enamelling which occurs often on later creamwares,
like the 'square'eapot at Temple Newsam which
shows the lady, painted in iron-red, drinking tea
(cat. no. 705). The lady has long been known at 'Miss
Pit'nd the present stoneware teapot is the example

that gives her the name, for a scroll below her
portrait is inscribed 'Miss Pit'. The parallel piece at
Temple Newsam is the celebrated 'Miss Pit'unchbowl. This white stoneware bowl is painted with Miss
Pit, this time showing her with a male companion
and together they are drinking punch (cat. no. 171).
A number of other pots which are important
because of their painted decoration have been
acquired in the last five years. They include a
creamware jug inscribed Elizabeth Knight and
painted in the same style as the 'Miss Pit'eapot but
with two men smoking and drinking in iron-red and
black. The painting can be compared to that on a
punch-bowl acquired in the early 1970s (cat. no.
704). Although the design of the painted decoration
on each pot is the same, showing the men in tri-corn
hats, knee breeches and tail-coats seated on highbacked chairs in a landscape, each piece is very
obviously painted by a different hand. The painting
on the punch-bowl is careful but a little hesitant.

Fig. 8 Teapot, h. 11 cm. Salt-glazed stoneware decorated with 'Miss Pit'n the front and buildings on the back within panels
reserved on a blue ground. Staffordshire or Yorkshire painted at the Leeds enamelling shop c1770. Bought with the aid of a
government grant 1980 (30/80).

The painting on the Elizabeth Knight jug is bolder
and fuller and the perspective is better. It represents
at its best. Another
the Leeds 'calligraphic'tyle
painted piece is a teapot attributed to the Derby Pot

Works (Cockpit Hill) and decorated in a very
elaborate way with a portrait inscribed 'Queen
Mary'Fig. 9). This is surely Mary (1662-1694) the
tall beautiful daughter of James II who married
William, Prince of Orange in 1677. He became
King of England in 1689, Unlike contemporary
portrayals of Queen Mary which occur on English
pottery, where there is no serious attempt at
portraiture, the likeness on this teapot, which was
made sixty or seventy years later, was based on a
or at least on an engraving of a
painting
contemporary portrait. The portrait by W. Wissings
of Mary as Queen (in the Royal Collection) would
there was a
seem a likely source. Presumably
companion teapot painted with a portrait of
William III. The main evidence for attributing the
Queen Mary teapot to the Derby Pot Works is a series
of marked pieces (cat. p. 76). The creamwares of
Cockpit Hill are very different from the creamwares
which are now attributed to another factory linked
with Derbyshire, the so-called 'Melbourne Pottery'.
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Fig. 9 Teapot, h. 12 cm. Deep creamware painted with a
portrait of 'Queen Mary'nd with flowers on the other side.
Cockpit Hill, Derby, 1760s. Bought with the aid of a
government grant 1979 (45/79).

One of the most dramatic developments which
have taken place in English ceramic studies, since the
publication of the Temple Newsam Catalogue,
concerns the creamware at present attributed to the
'Melbourne Pottery'. There are six pieces in the
Temple Newsam collection: a coffee pot (cat. no.
719), two dessert plates (754-755) and two teapots
(699 and 722). The sole evidence for these
attributions is a group of very distinctive creamware
shards found on a site known as Furnace Farm near
Melbourne in South Derbyshire. An advertisement
in the Derby Mercury of 8th March 1776 advertising for
a 'journeyman that could throw and turn creamcolour ware.'t 'Melbourne, Derbyshire'eemed to
support these attributions and it was concluded,
from the large number of pieces that could be related
to the excavated material, that the Melbourne
Pottery was a large and important factory operating
between 1760 and 1780. It seemed strange that no
more documentary evidence could be found and that

not a single piece bearing a Melbourne mark has
even been located and Mr Ron Brown, who has for a
number of years been researching the history of the
potteries of Derbyshire, has now come up with the
startling conclusion that no Pottery existed on the
Furnace site. This site was on the estate of the Earl of
Huntingdon
and later (from 1789) of Viscount
Melbourne. Apart from sifting through the estate
papers Ron Brown has pointed out that none of the
early writers mention a creamware pottery at
Melbourne, the most obvious omission being in
Jewitt's Ceramic History, Ron Brown concludes that
the site was, f'rom 1758-1773, worked as an Iron
Works and, indeed, the smelting furnace was found
in the 1957 excavation. From 1773 until 1790 the site
was a farm and in 1790 the furnace was demolished.
fact that a large number of creamware pots can
be related to some creamware shards found on the
'Melbourne'ite in 1957 is not in dispute, but we
shall have to look elsewhere f'r the factory which
made 'Melbourne creamware'. It should be pointed
out that it is not at all unusual to find waste from late
18th century potteries dumped a long way from the
pottery site. It was used f'r a number of purposes
such as land-drainage and infill. It is difficult to say
how we shall ever find where the 'Melbourne'hards
came from. Certainly the painting found on many
examples of'creamware which relate to them is very
similar indeed to some of that found on the wares of
the nearby Cockpit Hill factory in Derby. The 1976
catalogue recorded that a Cockpit Hill teapot in the
'he

Fig. 10 Porringer, l. 19.5 cm. Tin-glazed earthenware.
London, 1680s. Bought with the aid of a government grant
1980 (54/80)

Temple Newsam collection of the same form as thc
'Queen Mary'eapot
has painting of iron-red
flowers which is also found on 'Melbourne'ares
(cat. no. 752). It may well be that the
ware was made in Derby but until some bett( r
evidence is found the examples at Temple Newsam
have been re-catalogued as 'Melbourne type'.
Over the last 10-15 years there has been a policy at
Temple Newsam to strengthen those parts of the
earthenware collection which are weakest and to fill
in 'gaps', for although the collection is known best
for its creamware the gift and bequest of T. E.
Hollings in 1946/7 did establish it as a general one
covering all types of British pottery from 1650-1830.
One 'weak'oint however was the delftware section.
T. E. Hollings's English tin-glazed wares certainly
represent the type and there are a number of
interesting examples amongst them (cat. no. 11-32)
but they do not compare to the salt-glazed wares or
to the mid 18th century lead-glazed wares. By 1976
when the catalogue was published one rather
spectacular piece of English delftware had been
acquired. This was the 'Old Pretender'unch-bowl
(cat. no. 14), an imposing object with oriental
painting and a medallion portrait of James Stuart
games VIII of Scotland). Since publication two
more rather fme examples have come to Temple
Newsam. The first is a plain white porringer based
on a metalwork shape (Fig. 10), made in London in
the 1680s. Its companion in the collection is a lovely
plain white tin-glazed mug (cat. no. 11) of the 1650s
which was one of the earliest pieces of earthenware to
be brought for the newly-built Leeds Art Gallery. It
was acquired from the John Holmes collection in
1892. The other piece bought recently also has a
local provenance. It was brought into the museum as
an opinion and subsequently sold at a Christies
London sale. This is a punch-bowl of rather smaller
size than the 'Old Pretender'owl. On the outside it
has flower paintings painted in what are known as
Fazackerly colours which, by tradition, suggest an
attribution to Liverpool (Fig. I la). These colours:
pale
lemon-yellow,
green-yellow,
sage green,
manganese and red with a dark outline can be
compared to a group linked to two documentary
mugs inscribed with the Liverpool name of
Fazackerly, although the colours are rather pale
versions in this case. The fact that these two mugs
were destroyed during the bombing of the Liverpool
Museums in the 1940s illustrates just how tenuous
the evidence for the attribution of much English
earthenware can be. The decoration inside the bowl
was presumably taken from an engraving although
'Melbourne'ream
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Fig. I la Punch-bowl, d. 50
cm. Tin-glazed earthenware
('elftware') painted with
'Fazackerly'olours (inside
shown in pl. Ilb). Liverpool,
c1760. Bought with the aid of a
government grant 1979 (57/79)

Fig. I lb Inside of punch-bowl
above (37/79)

the source has not yet been identified. It is a
coat of arms inscribed TO THE
burlesque
GLORIOUS INCERTAINTY OF THE LAW. In
place of the shield is a parchment with five seals
hanging from it, the crest is a fox wearing legal robes
and the supports are two men, one of whom holds a
money bag and stands on a plough; the other stands
on a harrow. In the upper part of the 'shield's a
lawyer in his office accepting bribes and in the lower
half is a book entitled Coke uPon Littleton referring
to Sir Edward Coke's commentary on the common
law from Bracton and Littleton of 1628 which
became established as the basis of the constitution of
the realm. Either side of the crest are scrolls bearing
various legends in Law Latin and English, for instance: 'This indenture... between... whereas
heretofore that is to
to have and to hold...
provided always not withstanding'Fig.
11b).
One of the most obvious ommissions in T. E.
Hollings's
collection
brown
salt-glazed
was
stoneware. By 1976 three pieces of this English type
had been acquired. These were a charming example
of a 'carved jug'f about 1700 by James Morley of
Nottingham (cat. no. 55) a documentary tankard
and
signed by William Lockett of Nottingham
dated 1758 (cat. no. 54) and a very rare Not tingham
puzzle jug (cat. no. 55) which is dated 1765. In 1981
a bottle (Fig. 12) was added to this small section.
Sadly the handle is broken but nevertheless the piece
is very important because it represents the work of
John Dwight of Fulham whose work on salt-glazed
stonewares
in the 1670s contributed
in a
fundamental way to the British ceramic industry of
the 18th century. Stoneware attributable to Dwight
is very rare indeed. Many of the bottles or bellamines
often said to be by his Fulham Pottery are usually
found to be of German origin from whence the type

,

~

say...

came.

Finally mention
should
be made of the
extraordinary teapot, a detail of which is illustrated
on the cover of this Calendar and the other side of
which is illustrated in (Fig. 6). Like many of the
English pots acquired in the last five years it poses a
number of questions. The teapot, which has a deep
cream fabric, is attributed to Wedgwood of Burslem
on account of its form which is a well-known
Wedgwood design. Another example in the Temple
Newsam collection is the 'Shepherdess'eapot
catalogued as number 701. Like that teapot the
present pot is painted in the Leeds style, although it
is considered that, while the 'Shepherdess'ot was
painted in London by David Rhodes in the early
1770s, the present pot was painted at the Leeds firm

Fig. 12 Bottle, h.21cm. Brown salt-glazed stoneware. Fulham,
c1690. Bought 1981 (47/81).

J. Robinson) where
Rhodes was trained as an enameller. The main
about the teapot, which is expertly
mystery
enamelled in iron-red and black virtually over the
whole surface, concerns the identification of the
men shown smoking and drinking on the front, and
the large country house shown on the back. Sheila
Bidgood has suggested that the central figure shown
in clerical dress may be Jonathan
Shipley
(1714-1788) who later became the Bishop of St.
Asaph in North Wales. The portrait on the teapot
certainly compares with contemporary portraits.
After much research the house has still not been
identified and certainly it is not one associated with
Shipley. This is a minor mystery compared to some
more fundamental questions of attribution. In the
Introduction to the 1976 catalogue it was stated that
there 'will probably never be such a thing as a
defmitive catalogue of English pottery'. What has
taken place in ceramic studies over the last five years
can only confirm this view.
of Robinson and Rhodes (later
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Check-list of British pottery acquired for Temple Newsam since the publication of the catalogue in 1976.
Listed in order of acquisition. Measurementsin centimetres. P= Purchase, G = Gift, Bq = Bequeathed by
Jug, h.22. Pearlware painted with roses and other flowers
and inscribed William Petty/Manchester/Reconnoiuance
La
Valeur/ 1802. Made by Herculaneum
Pottery, Liverpool,

42/76

Tea-bowl and saucer h.4.5; d.11.5. Deep creamware
painted in Leeds with a diaper and flower pattern, c1770. P

20/79

Coffee-pot h.29; L.22.5. Pale creamware. Made at the
Leeds Pottery. Transfer-printed in black with a tea-party scene,

c1802. P
21/79 Dessert plate, d.21.3. Creamware moulded with

43/76

1780s. P

44/76
and

Dessert plate, d.24. Pale creamware moulded with cross
leaf pattern stained green. Perhaps Rothwell Pottery,

c1780. P

Teapot h.14; 1.19.5.Deep creamware. Made by Wedgwood, Burslem and painted by the Leeds enamelling shop with
men smoking and a country house, c1770. P: with adi of gov.
grant (ill. cover and Fig. 6)

47/76

leaves

and covered with green glaze. Mark: SWANSEA. Made at the
Swansea Pottery, c1800. P
22/79 Dessert plate, d.20.2. Pearlware transfer-printed with an
oriental scene. Mark: D. D. & CO/CASTLEFORD POTTERY.

c1810. P
23/79

Stand for a fruit-basket, 1.30. Pale creamware moulded
pattern. Mark: DON POTTERY, 1790s. P

with basket-work

Stand for a fruit-basket, 1.23; w.18.7. Pearlware
printed in underglaze blue with an oriental scene. Staffordshire or
Yorkshire, c1800. Bq: Sir George Martin

28.2/79 Plate, d.25. Pearlware printed with the 'Willow
Pattern'n blue. Mark: impr.crown c1820. Bq. Mrs Wildgoose
28.3/79 Plate, w.26. Pearlware printed in blue and inscribed on
the underside: ABBEY. Probably Staffordshire, c1830. Bq: Mrs

LACF C/2 1976 Teapot h.11.5; 1.18.5.Pale creamware. Made
c1770. P: LACF

28.4/79

51.12/76

Wildgoose

Bowl,

h.7.3; d.14. Red earthenware

by Wedgwood, Burslem and painted in Leeds,
with donatibn from the late Miss Joan Greaves

'silver'ustre.

32/77 Jug and beaker h.16.5 and 9. Pearlware painted with
flowers and farming implements. Inscribed Richd Leva's 1796.
Mark: WEDGWOOD & CO. Made at Ferrybridge Pottery,

with a ship named 'Cornelya

c1796. P

33/77 Stand for a sugar, d.18. Pale creamware, pierced rim
painted with border of leaves. Mark; TURNER. Made by Turner,
Lane End c1800. P
Dessert plate, d.23.3. Pale creamware. Probably English,
painted in Holland with 'De Communize'. Mark: WHITENING.

2/79

c1800. P

Jug, h.16. Creamware moulded and painted with a
hunting scene. Mark; LEEDS POTTERY. Made by Senior,
Leeds, early 20th century. P

7/79
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36/79

Plate,

c1830. P

Possibly Leeds Pouery,

covered with

c1830. Bq: Mrs Wildgoose

d.24.3. Plate creamware transfer-printed

in black
'and painted. Mark: WEDGWOOD.

37/79 Punch-bowl,
h.12; d.30. Tin-glazed earthenware
painted with 'Fazackerly'ecoration on the outside and inside
with a satirical illustration inscribed: TO THE GLORIOUS
INCERTAINTY OF THE LAW. Liverpool, c1760. P: with aid
of gov. grant (ill. Fig. I la & b)
44/79 Dessert plate, d.21.3. Pearlware painted with a flower
named on the underside 'Winged Passion Flower'nd with an
elaborate gilt rim. Mark: LEEDS POTTERY. 1790s. P

Teapot h.12; 1.19. Deep creamware painted with a
portrait inscribed Queen Mary. Cockpit Hill Pottery, Derby,
1760s. P: with aid of gov. grant (ill. Fig. 9)

45/79

1/80 Jug, h.17.5. 'Drabware', mark: WEDGWOOD. Made at
Wedgwood Etruria, c1830. G: Mrs A. F. Boydell
7/80 Two-handled cup, h.16.2; d.13. Pearlware painted with
flowers and inscribed R Bt E Thackray 1801. Bq: Mrs Annie
Bullick

12/80

Egg Tray,

c1900. P

h.ll.

PalecreamwaremadebySenior,

Leeds,

1.11.3, for the Leeds Potters Operative
P
Patch-box, d.5.6. Pale creamware moulded in the form

17/80 Copper plate,
Society, 19th century.

23/80
of a mask and painted, the lid with a church and other buildings.
Probably Leeds Pottery 1770s-80s. P
30/80 Teapot, h. 1 1; 1.15.5.Salt-glazed stoneware painted with
a portrait of a lady wearing a hat, inscribed 'Miss Pit 'nd with

buildings in panels reserved on a blue ground. Painted at the
Leeds enamelling shop c1770. P: with aid of government grant

32/80 Strawberry dish, h,8; 1.24.2. Salt-glazed stoneware.
Probably Leeds Pottery, 1770s
41/80 Pair of 'Dragon'ases, h.28.5 Pearlware painted with
'oriental'cenes. Swinton Pottery (Rockingham Works) c1830. P:
with aid of government grant
54/80 Porringer, h.7; 1.19.5. Unpainted tin-glazed earthenware. London 1680s. P: with aid of governmenl grant

Mug, h.13. Pearlware transfer-painted in black with a
rhyme within a cartouche and painted. Staffordshire or Yorkshire

3.1/80

1790s. G: Martha Friedman

Gallon Jug, h.23.5. Buff earthenware with blue
on white band and brown and white lines. Probably
Leeds Pottery, 1820s. P

12/81

'mocha'ecoration

24/81 'Melon Terrine', h.12; 1.21. Pale creamware,
WEDGWOOD. Made by Wedgwood, 1780s.

4/82

Mark:

Teapot, h.12.5; 17.5. Deep creamware

painted with
heart-shaped panels reserved on a brown-slip
ground. Mark: an incised deer. Yorkshire, 1760s. P: with aid of
government grani
flowers

within

5/82 Mug, h.15.8. Pale creamware, fluted and decorated with
stripes and dots in underglaze colour. Yorkshire, 1780s. P
Copper plate, 1.27.8.for printing a rectangular dish with
a version of the 'Willow Pattern', 1790s. P

28/81

Jug, h.16. Pale creamware painted with two men
drinking and smoking and inscribed Elizabeth Knight. Probably
Leeds, painted at the Leeds enamelling shop. c1770. P: with aid of
governmenl grant

45/81

Jug, h.16. Salt-glazed stoneware painted with
scenes. Perhaps Yorkshire 1760s-70s. P: with ai'd of
government grant

46/81

47/81

'oriental'arden

Bottle, h.21. Brown stoneware,

Fulham, c1690. P

Sauce-boat h.11.5; 17. Creamware in the form of a fish.
Mark: LEEDS POTTERY. Made by Senior, Leeds, early 20th
century. P

1.1/82

A Note on the Life of Frans Pourbus the
Younger 1569 —1622
LAURENCE STREET

Although the Portrait of a Man aged Thirty Two
by Frans Pourbus the Younger is one of Temple
Newsam's most popular pictures, little is now
known about this once famous artist. He was the
third in a dynasty of Flemish painters. His
grandfather Pieter Pourbus (1515 —1584)'as a
distinguished portrait painter based in Bruges,
who also carried out a number of commissions
for religious paintings in that town. Pieter's son
Frans Pourbus the Elder (1545 —1581) moved to
Antwerp in 1562, where he became a pupil of
Frans Floris (c.1518—1570). Pourbus the Elder,
like his father, painted both religious subjects
and portraits.
Frans Pourbus the Younger was almost
certainly trained initially by his father, judging
by the evidence of a Cupid which he painted at
the age of ten'nd which is a copy of a design by
Frans the Elder. Nothing more is known about
his training following his father's death in 1581.
In 1591 he was admitted as free master into the
Guild of St. Luke at Antwerp. From this year his
earliest dated portraits are known: Portrait of a
Man aged Thirty Two at Temple Newsam (Fig.
15)'nd his self portrait in the Uffizi.4 By 1599
he was working for the Spanish Regents Albert
and Isabella at Brussels, numerous replicas exist
of his portraits of them and they were the basis
for engraved images.'hese royal portraits, in
contrast to the sober burgher likenesses which all
three Pourbuses had produced, resemble in their
cold formality and emphasis on details of

costume

contemporary
court
Spanish
portraiture.
But it was in Italy that Pourbus produced his
most impressive portraits. He left Brussels in the
autumn of 1600 to take up the position of court
painter to Vincenzo I Gonzaga, Duke of
Mantua. Vincenzo had already recruited Rubens
into his service in the summer of 1600, but
Pourbus was given the more official position of
22

court painter probably because the Duke had
promised him this when he visited Brussels in
September 1599. The chalk drawing Portrait of
Vincenzo I Gonzaga (Fig. 14) appears to be the
study from which a number of full length
portraits were produced.'n the summer of 1605
a portrait of Vincenzo by Pourbus was presented
to Philip III at Valladolid; it was among the gifts
sent to the Spanish court under the supervision
of Rubens.'ubens had been instructed to paint
portraits of court ladies for the Duke of Mantua's
'Gallery of Beauties'. Pourbus was likewise
ordered to paint pretty women when he was sent
to Naples in 1607 to buy pictures for the Duke'
collection. One of his finest portraits is the fulllength of Margherita of Savoy (S. Carlo al Corso,
Rome), who married Vincenzo's son, Francesco
in 1608. Such portraits undoubtedly influenced
Rubens as a comparison with his full-length
portrait of Catharina Grimaldi (Kingston Lacy)
shows.s In 1609 Pourbus moved to Paris and two
years later was appointed Court Painter to the
Queen Regent Marie de Medici. A number of
versions exist of his portrait of her." His portrait
of Martin Ruze Chevalier and Councellor to the
King of France is dated 1612 (Upton House)."
He also painted portraits of the Queen'
children, Louis XIII" and Henrietta Maria."
Pourbus died in Paris in February 1622.
The Temple Newsam portrait is of excellent
quality, in contrast to some of Pourbus's later
royal portraits which were evidently productions
of his studio. Yet it is conservative, comparable
with the portraits painted by the artist's father
and grandfather. Its clear colouring and refined
draughtsmanship
are also typical features of
their work. But its interest is heightened by the
knowledge that this is one of the earliest dated
portraits by a painter who was to achieve
European eminence in the first two decades of
the seventeenth century.

Fig. 13. Portrait of a Man aged Thirty Two, Leeds Art Galleries. One of Frans Pourbus the Younger's earliest dated portraits.
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Fig. 14. Portrait of Vincenzo I Gonzaga, by Frans Pourbus the Younger. Black and red chalk heightened
vm. (Reproduced by permission of the National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh).
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by white,

57.4 by 26.7

6. Splendours

Notes

1. For Pieter Pourbus see Max J. Friedlander, Early
IVetherlandish
Painting,
Vol. XI, pp.64 —65
pl. 194 —198.
2. E. Verheyen, An Early Painting by Frans Pourbus the
Younger, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld
Institutes, Vol.34, 1971, pp.360 —362.
3. Oil on panel; 49,5 X 37.5cm; inscribed AN: DOM 1591/
AETATIS SVAE. 32/Francisco Pourbus fil. fr. fecit.
Exhibited: Royal Academy,
1953, Flemish Art
1300 —1700 (449): Manchester,
1964, Between
Renaissance and Baroque (190). Coll.: G. Neumann,
from whom bought by a group of subscribers and

presented to Leeds Art. Galleries, 1915.
4. H. Gerson and E. H. I'er Kuile, Art and Architecture
in Belgium 1600 —1800, 1960, pl.41.
5. Gerson and Ter Kuile, ibid., pl.39, engravings by Jan

Wierix, dated 1600, after Pourbus.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

of the Gonzaga, V&A Catalogue, 1981,
No.240; portrait of Vincenzo Gonzaga by Pourbus lent
by The National Trust from Tatton Park, Cheshire.
The Letters of Peter Paul Rubens, Translated and
Edited by R. S. Magurn, 1955, p.434, note on letter 8.
Gerson and Ter Kuile, ibid., p1.62.
Gerson and Ter Kuile, ibid., p1.63.
CorPus Rubenianum
Ludwig Burchard, Vol.XIX,
Portraits I, by F. Huemer, pls.14, 23 and 24.
Royal Academy, 1953, Flemish Art 1300 —1700 (207).
Burh'ngton Magazme, October 1979, p.xcv.
Burh'ngton Magazine, December 1977, p.884.

Laurence Street is a graduate in the History of Art of
Nottingham University. He is at present employed at Temple
Newsam House as a research assistant under the Special
Temporary Employment Programme.
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Landscape History, Water and Country
House Technology at Temple Newsam
CHRISTOPHER GILBERT

The history of a locality is often illuminated

by
an understanding of the geology that lies behind
the landscape. Temple Newsam lies on the
Yorkshire Coal Measures, the principal rock
formation being sandstone, which stands up as
lines of terraced ridges, while the dips consist
mainly of shales and mudstones. The undulations are caused therefore by islands or caps of
sandstone resting on beds of mudstone. Temple
Newsam House occupies a site on the crest of a
broad sandstone mass which has been weathered
away where the land slopes on the south and
east; the hillock crowned by 'Capability'rown's
garden temple and the steep rise to Avenue
Wood are formed by similar
sandstone ridges provide abundant
building stone, the thinly bedded varieties being
very suitable for flagstones, roofing slates and
coping widely used on the estate buildings. The
main quarries were near the ice house in
Dawson's Wood and in Kirk Field, Colton. In
1632 workmen were paid for making a way from
Colton quarry for leading stone to Temple
Newsam, this cambered track can still be traced
alongside a field hedge. The mudstones are
excellent for making bricks (produced mostly at
Newsam Green) and local builders seem
generally to have preferred this material. In a
sense, then the mansion has been thrown up
from the landscape and merges naturally with its
surroundings.
The coal on the estate has been won on an
increasing scale since Sir Arthur Ingram's day.
In 1815 the Waterloo Colliery was opened, but
interesting evidence of how, before this date, the
Ingrams exploited their mineral riches comes
from the Temple Newsam Inventory of 1808
'Works at Engine X,480/
which records
Carpenters shop at Engine f15/Gin's wheel 8tc at
pits X,202/Roads (Iron and Wood) puncheons
Bottom of pits and wood on Hills f222/Smiths
shop Iron Rc 2112/Coals on hills at Lady Irwin's
escarpments.'he
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death

586'. Clearly,

was
not
passing
the
Unquestionably

the Industrial Revolution
Newsam
Temple
by.
most extensive spoliation

by the presence of coal at Temple
Newsam occurred during the last war when the
Ministry of Fuel and Power requisitioned over
one third of the Estate for open-cast mining (Fig.
15). A large tonnage of hard-band steam coal
was raised from six huge sites between 1943 and
1948, and although the excavated soil was
eventually put back the devastated land has
never recovered fully. Another consequence of
mining activity has been to reduce the flow of the
five streams which cross the estate, which tend to
drain away into old workings. The Avenue
Ponds created by William Etty in 1712 —15 are
now sadly depleted and John Carr's East Lodges,
abandoned when the near-by spring failed, were
pulled down in 1946.
The great spreads of unconsolidated sand and
gravel in the Aire Valley are being excavated in
vast quantities for aggregates. From time to time
well preserved mammoth tusks get jammed in
the grille of the gravel washing unit, a bronzeage sword'as retrieved about 1962 and a few
years earlier a Civil War hoard of silver coins was
unearthed.4 A field in the same area —near
Skelton Grange —has yielded Mesolithic flint
the earliest evidence of human
implements:

caused

occupation at Temple
conditions obviously determine the
nature of the water supply. The sandstone hill
tops are heavily charged with water which
permeates through from the surface, but the
mudstone beds which support these caps are
impervious, thus numerous hillside springs,
which break out at the junction of the strata, are
a feature of the park. Jacob's Well a few hundred
yards West of the house and the Crane Well (Fig.
16) beyond Whitehead Wood are supplied by
springs that never dry up or freeze; several
originally fed artificial field ponds for cattle and
Newsam.'eological

Fig. 15.

Coal Minrhg at Temple Netesam,
Galleries, given by the artist.

Leeds by Effte Hummerston.

Watercolour

and gouache,

62.2 by 50.2 cm Leeds Art
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Fig. 1 b.

The Crane Well, typical of hillside springs that break out all over the estate.

horses.'prings

flowing from similar sources are
reflected in local place names such as Spring
Close, Hertford Springs, Spring Wood and
Poverty Spring, while many wells, bored through
the sandstone to the water table, which formerly
served outlying buildings and householders in
Colton, are indicated by High Well Close, Holy
Well, Well Garth and Well Close.'ne, forty
feet deep and lined with unmortared bricks, was
filled in by the North Lodges some fifteen years
ago, while there is a well, a spring and an
reservoir in the home farm
underground
paddock.
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The position of the house was obviously influenced

by the availability of water which must initially
have come from wells
one was revealed in 1977
in a basement scullery. However, spring water was
found to be fresher and Jacob's Well (in fact a
spring) shown in Kip's prospect of 1699 covered by
a conduit house, to protect it from being muddied
by cattle, was expertly harnessed by John Smeaton
to supply the domestic offices. In 1770 Smeaton
an
erected an hydraulic ram in the park
ingenious self-acting engine that supplied water
from a rivulet conducted some 400 ft in a
descending column of 56 ft from Jacob's Well to

Fig. 17. John Smeaton's design, dated 1769, for an hydraulic ram at Temple Newsam which pumped water from Jacob's Well
to vast reservoirs beneath the Servants'all and Kitchen. From Smeaton's RePorts, 11, 1812, pl.XXl.
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Fig. 18. Edwardian postcard of the water tower built at Halton c.1880 by Mrs E. C. Meynell-Ingram
estate tenants. This famous landmark was demolished in about 1912.

drive his pump which forced the water via a 900 ft
pipe ascending through 80 ft to deliver into
capacious reservoirs beneath the Servants'all
and Kitchen floors. He therefore contrived to raise
the water a distance of 26 ft above its source. A
diagram (Fig. 17) and technical description of the
engine appeared in Smeaton's RePorts, 1812.
Hugo Tinker, who died earlier this year aged 92,
remembered helping his father in 1910 to fill in
the arched underground
chamber with steps
leading down, which housed Smeaton's apparatus. The pumping
had been
machinery
dismantled and the lead pipe leading to the house
through a brick culvert was ripped up. This
tunnel, some three feet high, with inspection
chambers covered by slabs, was exposed five years
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to serve the mansion and

ago during landscaping improvements and is now
a feature of the South Terrace.
Smeaton's
Engine operated
until about
1875 —80 when Mrs Meynell-Ingram, at a cost of
f3,000, built a spectacular water tower alongside
the Selby Road between Halton'nd Whitkirk
(Fig. 18) and laid mains to serve the mansion
and estate tenants. Her reservoir was fed by a
waterwheel at Wykebeck that drove the water to
the top of Whitkirk Hill. At the same time some
modern plumbing was installed at Temple
Newsam, the principal header tanks (fed by
pipes travelling up false wooden fall pipes) being
situated on the roof of the north wing; others
were sited in the upper window bays on the
courtyard side of the south wing; either side of

the window

bay in the Still Room and in the
underdrawings
above the Butler's Pantry.
Several of the original W.C.'s, a roomy bath and
other vestiges of this system still remain.'n 1893
Leeds Corporation claimed that Mrs MeynellIngram's private water supply was impure and
attempted to compel her to accept and pay for
town water (at 9d per 1,000 galls.)." The
wrangle ended in a court hearing and although
the outcome is uncertain it appears that Temple
Newsam was not connected directly with the
public main until 1912
Lady Falmouth (b.1894) who lived at Temple
Newsam until 1904 recalls that the house and life
style of its owner were regarded as very old
fashioned —more typical of the 1840's than the
1890's." Her childhood impression is confirmed
by Stuart Hodgson, Lord Halifax's biographer,
who described
Mrs Meynell-Ingram
as
imperious and eccentric, and a great hater of
modern innovations'." For years she would not
allow gas to be installed and the whole vast house
had to be lighted by candles and oil lamps. In
these circumstances country house technology on
the whole arrived late. During winter the estate
workers still loaded ice off the ponds and carted
it to the ice house; charcoal was burnt in the
woods for light cooking 4 the main kitchen
retained a traditional roasting jack and range,
the spit being turned by a rotary fan fixed in the
chimney," and an ancient bell system patented,
probably about 1796, by 'EVERED'S'as never
replaced by more advanced equipment."

"

'...

Notes

l.
2.
S.

Nevertheless, steam central heating was installed
by Messrs Kauffer & Co of Mainz in 1900 and
this plant functioned until 1968.tr According to
the late Hugo Tinker Mrs Meynell-Ingram was
unable to persuade a British firm to accept the
contract, but heard of Kauffer & Co while
travelling in Germany. The Herculean feats of
one German labourer who carried the heaviest
cast-iron radiators upstairs on his back are still

in the district. Gas (from the
Crossgates, Halton and Seacroft Gas Co formed
in 1884) eventually arrived shortly before the
visit of the Duke and Duchess of York in 1894.
Unfortunately,
the splendid gasolier from the
Great Hall and the fine wrought-iron
lamp
brackets commissioned for the Great Staircase
and Oak Corridor were sent for scrap during the
war, so when the supply was finally severed in
1978 hardly any relics from the era of gas
lighting remained. Electricity only came in 1938
—sixteen years after Temple Newsam had
passed into public ownership."
One other industrial
monument
deserves
mention in this technological round-up —there
was a stationary steam engine to power the saw
mill in the woodyard, the chimney footings and
some overhead gearing alone survive. One has to
visit Colton Corn Mill, a mile away, to find a well
preserved agricultural steam engine and shed
which drove machinery in the adjacent windmill
stump.

recounted

6.
Information from six-inch Geological Map, Yorkshire
218 NE (1984) and Geology of the District north and
east of Leeds (Memoirs of the Geological Survey) 1950.
Y.A.S. Archives: DD.54.
Bradford Museums Archaeological Newsletter, Feb.

1966, pp.l2 —18.
4. C. Gilbert, 'Two Temple Newsam Civil War Hoards',
Transactions of the Yorkshire Numismatic Society, SS.
Voh2, pt.2 (1966), pp.88 —41.
5. Y.A.S. Prehistory Research Section Bulletin, No.S
(May 1965) pp.2 —S.

Shown

in Kip's well-known

pre-1940 maps of the park.

7. From an unpublished

engraving

list compiled

of 1699, also

by Margaret

Faull

of the West Yorkshire Archaeological Unit.
8. The reservoir was where the Crescent now stands, with
the brick water tower immediately opposite.
9. The three original W.C.'s and bath were supplied by
John Bolding & Sons Ltd., Grosvenor Works, London;

one of the tanks in the Still Room remains and pipe
work in the South Wing window bays suggest these
cisterns may once have been fed by rain water from roof
catchments. Overflow outlets betray the former site of
many tanks.

10. Reports of the dispute

appeared in the Ifrhitkirk,
Seacroft and Manston Parish Magazine, Feb., March,
and July 1895 (other issues untraced).
April,
Information from Jean English.
11. Plans kept at Temple Newsam showing the route of a
new 5in cast-iron main and line of the drainage culvert
to the sewer laid in the valley to the east of the house are
dated 1912 and 1915.
12. Verbal communication.
15. S. Hodgson, Lord Halifax, 1941, p.255.

/<usta

Drazeing

House.

of a Ferocious Lion

14. Y.E.P. 4 October 1954 'Recollections of Mr William
Day: Veteran Gamekeeper recalls past glories of the
Estate'.

15. L.A.C., No.76 (1975) pp.24 —5.
16. The impressed mark 'EVERED'S PATENT'ccurs on
components.

17. Plans kept at Temple Newsam dated 1900.
18. Leeds City Art Gallery and TemPle Neusam Mansion
Annual RePort, 1958 —9, p.5.
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by Emma Holbrey, age nine. A drawing inspired by a children's holiday event at Temple Newsam
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